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ABSTRACT   

A novel cryptographic algorithm mainly depends on the cellular automata .In order to get the randomness using 

cellular automata concept. In this algorithm we have mainly concentrated on cellular automata module we have 

8 different rules for different rounds .In previous algorithm the message and key size was 128bit, but in this 

project to eliminate all the unnecessary logic operations present in conventional Cellular automata. A modified 

cellular automata is proposed to achieve less area optimization. The design entry is done in VHDL 

(VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit)) Hardware Description Language (HDL) and simulated using 

ISIM Simulator. It is synthesized and implemented using Xilinx ISE 13.2tool. 

Keywords: RCA. NRCA, bit permutation, RBP. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is the art and science of keeping messages secure. The basic objective of network 

security and cryptographic algorithms is to communicate securely over an insecure medium. The 

security to the data is provided by the cryptographic algorithms. The word cryptography has come 

from a Greek word, which means secret writing. The message to be sent through an unreliable 

medium is known as plaintext, which is encrypted before sending over the medium. The encrypted 

message is known as cipher text, which is received at the other end of the medium and decrypted to 

get back the original plaintext message. Cryptographic algorithm is a mathematical function used for 

encryption and decryption.  Cryptographic algorithms are broadly classified into three types:- i.e. 

symmetric algorithm, asymmetric algorithm and authentication. As per the symmetric algorithm, same 

key is used for encryption and decryption. In asymmetric algorithm, different keys are used for 

encryption and decryption. Authentication algorithms mean that the receiver should be sure about 

sender’s identity.  The  cellular  automata  (CA)  have  been  used  since  the forties  of  last  century.  

It was used in many physical applications.  The  applications  of  Cellular  Automata extended  to  

fields  such  as  biological  models,  image  processing, language recognition, simulation, Computer 

architecture, cryptography etc. The Cellular Automata is also one of the modern methods used to 

generate binary pseudo–random a Sequences using registers. The concept of CA was initiated by J.  

Von Neumann and Stan Ulam in the early 1940's. He devised a CA in which each cell has a state 

space of 29 states, and showed that the devised CA can execute any computable operation.  He studied 

the 1 dimensional rules of Cellular Automata.  However, due  to  its complexity,  in  the  1970,  the  

mathematician  John Conway  proposed  his  now  famous  game  of  life  which received  widespread  

interest  among  researchers.  His research was based on 2D Cellular Automata rules. Stephen  

Wolfram  studied  in  much  detail  and  showed that  a  family  of  simple  one-dimensional  cellular 

automata  rules  (now  famous  Wolfram  rules)  and  are capable of emulating complex behavior .The 

main concern of this paper is secret key systems. In such systems the encryption key and the 
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decryption key are same (symmetric key). The encryption process is based on generation of 

pseudorandom bit sequences, and CAs can be effectively used for this purpose Cellular Automata 

(CA) is an organized lattice of cells and each cell have finite number of states, such as "TRUE" (T) or 

"FALSE" (F). The lattice dimensions can be of any finite value. Each cell within a collection of cells 

is called as hood. It is particular cell. To start with at time t=0, a state is assigned to the cells. The new 

states of the cell depend on its own previous state and states of its neighborhood. The new states are 

assigned based on some predefined rule using mathematical calculations. 

Cellular Automata has following inherent Properties 

 Parallelism means that the individual cell updates are performed independently of each other. 

That is, we think of all of the updates being done at once 

 Homogeneity means that each cell is updated according to the same rules. 

In this paper a new algorithm for encryption and decryption is introduced. Here, we have mostly 

concentrated on securing the key, by using the concept of cellular automata. In cellular automata, 

we have different rules based on each rule we generate the random key for each round. By using 

these keys, we are performing encryption and decryption operation. In encryption, we have 

xormodule, bit permutation, non reversible cellular automata. In decryption, we have xormodule, 

reverse bit permutation, non reversible cellular automata. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 1 describes introduction, Section 2 describes key 

generation, Section 3 describes encryption and Section 4 describes decryption, Section 5 describes 

simulation waveforms, Section 6 describes conclusion, Section 7 describes references. 

KEY GENERATION 

 

Fig1. 
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Each block is given to RCA module. First block is further divided into sixteen 8 bit blocks then 

given to rule 30 then we xor k1 with k16 to get the k16 of next block. Likewise k15 is xored with 

old k16 to get new k15 and so on. After completion of this operation we generate the random key 

for second round. As for first round the input key itself serves as the round key.  In a similar 

manner, we apply rule 45,rule 86,rule 90,rule 105,rule 150,rule 165,rule 218,rule 30,rule 45, rule 

86,rule 90,rule 105,rule 150,rule 165 for the further rounds. The same procedure follows for the 

second block as well. 

ENCRYPTION 

In encryption, we have two blocks i.e.  Bit permutation, NRCA. For the first block, we are passing 

128 bit plaintext and 128 bit key, and then the plaintext is further divided into sixteen 8 bit blocks. 

These blocks are clubbed such that we get 4 blocks of 32 bit. This serves as input to bit permutation 

block. In bit permutation the bits are arranged in different order based on the formula (9*I mod 31) 

+1. The permuted output from bit permutation block is divided into sixteen 8 bit blocks and given 

to NRCA block along with input key. One of the inputs to the NRCA is the 8 bit input key. Each bit 

of this 8 bit input key is applied with one particular rule. Then the above output along with bit 

permutation output is xored. The same operation follows for 2
nd

 block also. These operations are 

performed for 11 more rounds. 

 

Fig2. 

Bit Permutation 

 

Fig3. 
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NRCA 

 

Fig4. 

DECRYPTION 

In decryption, we have two blocks i.e. Reverse bit permutation, NRCA. For the first block, we are 

passing 128 bit cipher text and 128 bit key, then the cipher text and key is further divided into 

sixteen 8 bit blocks. All these blocks of cipher text and key are given as input to NRCA block. This 

output is clubbed such that we get 4 blocks of 32 bit. This serves as input to reverse bit permutation 

block. In reverse bit permutation the bits are re organized into the original position. The output 

from Reverse bit permutation block is divided into sixteen 8 bit blocks the same operation follows 

for 2nd block also. These operations are performed for 11 more rounds. 

 

Fig5. 

NRCA 

 
Fig6. 
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Fig7. 

Reverse Bit Permutation 

 

Fig8. 

SIMULATION WAVEFORMS 

Encryption 

 

Decryption 
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CONCULSION 

 In this paper, to eliminate all the unnecessary logic operations present in conventional Cellular 

automata. A modified cellular automata is proposed to achieve less area optimization the proposed 

cellular   automata encryption and decryption is designed and synthesized using vhdl codes in 

Xilinx ise 13.2i  
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